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Launch of “Phantom Black” – CPU Cooler
Ultimate CPU cooler for Intel™ and AMD™ CPU with TDP over 200W

HONG KONG, 15 August 2017
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils the latest ultimate performance CPU cooler for
Intel™ and AMD™ CPU. The Phantom Black is a product of GELID Solution GAMER product line.
The Phantom Black comes with the advanced twin-tower heatsink and the specially crafted double
layer mix of 3 super-sized 8mm power heat pipes and 4 optimized 6mm power heat pipes. The twin
towers of the heatsink are composed to substantially reduce air flow resistance and the 7 heat pipes
guarantee the best heat transfer within the heatsink elements. Additionally, the high-class black nickel
plating enhances the heatsink per-fin efficiency and improves durability. The Phantom Black also
utilizes a special high-compatibility size factor to facilitate installation and to broaden compatibility to
computer chassis of various types. Full support of TDP over 200W makes the Phantom Black a rocksolid CPU cooling solution for pro gamers and overclockers.
The Phantom Black features a matched pair of improved 120mm fans with the intelligent GELID PWM
(Pulse Width Module). The new Double Layer Fan Blade technology enhances air flow distribution at
low speed, and the redesigned PWM IC eliminates any clicking noise. The intelligent GELID PWM
curve constantly keeps the fan silent but accelerates speed whenever additional cooling is needed.
With the 3 sets of fan mounts, a third optional fan can be installed to improve the cooler performance
even more. Additionally, the multi-award winning high performance GC-Pro thermal compound is
already included in the package. Enhanced mounting clips for multiple AMD™ CPU sockets AM2,
AM2+, AM3, AM3+, AM4, FM1, FM2 and for Intel™ CPU LGA 775, 1366, 1155, 1156, 1150, 1151
sockets, as well as the back plate for AMD™ and Intel™ mainboards are all included too.
The cooler is RoHS and WEEE conform and carries a 5 year warranty.
“The Phantom Black is our latest top-notch cooling solution. With the high-class mixture of advanced
cooling technologies and noble black design it makes overclocking easy for all the ultimate
performance enthusiasts”, said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The Phantom Black is available now and has a MSRP of USD 47.30 or Euro 39.99.
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and
manufactures thermal solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, and other computer hardware for gamers
and silent enthusiasts. For more information visit www.gelidsolutions.com

